Asking the Right Questions
What is meant by the term “New Atheists,” and how are they different from atheists of the
past?
Can you explain what scientific naturalism is, and why you call it “the true oppressor in our
time”?
Are religious people the only ones who rely on faith? Why are universities so reluctant to
discuss faith?
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Are earth’s life-friendly qualities unique, or could there be life on other planets yet to be
discovered?
What is the Darwinian worldview, and what are the implications for holding this position?
How can we know that the Bible (or any old book for that matter) is worth reading?
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What is missing from today’s university education?
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What are the three reasons secularism is destructive, rather than freeing, to the human
condition?

"Rather than engaging in
specific critiques of the new
atheism, Johnson and
Reynolds add their voices to
the increasing scholarly
chorus that decries the real
oppressor in these and related
discussions: unexamined
naturalistic presuppositions
that reject alternative ideas
without a hearing. . . . This
volume is a treat to read,
featuring a succinct,
straightforward and easily
digestible text that
successfully treats issue after

Phillip E. Johnson is recognized as the leading spokesman for the intelligent
design movement, and he has taken his message to such places as the New York
Times and the Wall Street Journal. He has appeared on Chuck Colson's
"Breakpoint," on Business News Network's "Consumer Hotline" and on James
Dobson's "Focus on the Family," among other shows. His IVP titles include
Darwin on Trial, Reason in the Balance, The Wedge of Truth, The Right
Questions, and Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds.
John Mark Reynolds (Ph.D., University of Rochester) lectures frequently on
ancient philosophy, philosophy of science, home schooling and cultural trends.
He regularly appears on radio talk shows, such as the Hugh Hewitt Show, and
actively blogs on cultural issues at ScriptorumDaily.com and the Washinton
Post's On Faith column. His books include Three Views on Creation and
Evolution (Zondervan).

issue." -- Gary R. Habermas,
Distinguished Research
Professor, Liberty University
and Theological Seminary
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